On Friday, you consult the omens associated with your god to get insight into the future.

Runestones, 5 Stones/crystals/runestones, fresh water

1.

Begin chanting (you must maintain this chant until the end of the ritual):
Dawning day with sunlight shining, omen seeking, fortune finding
Sky and shore and song and spirit, comprehending and combining
Meaning making, marking, minding. Whether wind or wild: I will it.

2.
3.
4.

Place the Stones in a line each one metre apart from each other.
Begin to walk from one end of the line to the other weaving in and out of the stones, sprinkling
water as you go.
Once you have walked up and down the line of stones 3 times stand still for a moment, closing
you eyes and taking three deep breaths.

See a GM for the insights you receive, you will receive information about each of the Sklyding PCs who
follow your path.

You may check the health of any person’s Vordr or Vitality (VP) (you cannot check your own)

Target you wish to check, a stone or crystal

1.

Begin chanting:
Breathing in and feel the flow expand within from chest to limb.
Breathing out and feel the air rush all about from gut to snout.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Sit opposite the target, with their left hand facing upward in front of them.
With your right hand, hold the crystal or stone over their hand.
Continue chanting as you look into their eyes, for one minute.
Once this is complete please consult a GM for what you saw.

You are immune to any weapon strikes or calls as long as you are kneeling and chanting. Several Godi
can link hands to barricade or protect non Godi people or items for as long as they all remain chanting
and kneeling.
1. Kneel and either hold your fists crossed against your chest, or link arms with other Godi
2. Chant:
<Loki//Odin/Freyja grant> <Hel/Eir/Thor award> me your perfection
Grace me with divine protection

